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Abstract—Toward demonstrating the potential of flywheel
energy storage that use HTSS and permanent magnets (PMs)
as passive rotor bearings, a flywheel system was developed and
tested with a 165-kg cylindrical carbon- and glass-fiber rotor
to rim speeds of 400 mh (19,000 rpm) and stored energies of
>2.25 kWh. The main bearing’s internai stack of PM rings
was passively stabilized by HTS bearings at each end of the
rotor. The stator portion of the HTS bearing consisted of an
array of melt-textured YBCO pellets bathed in liquid nitrogen
inside a nonconducting cryochamber. The motor/generator
(iM/G) was based on an internal-dipole HaIbach array and
could produce 1.5 Nm of torque. Each bearing and the RUG
included multipiece banded PM rings secured to the rotor
inside diameter with flexible urethane rings. In a vacuum
enclosure at 10-4 Pa pressure, rotational drag on the rotor was
hysteretic and at low speeds the coefficient of friction was well
below 104.

In&x Terrrrs-DiurnaI Energy Storage, Flywheel, Passive
HTS/Permanent-Magnet Bearings, Halbach-Array
Motor/Generator, Full-Scale Testing.

INTRODUCTION

commercial viability of diurnal energy storage requires [1]
kilowatt-hour-rated flywheels,as well as the low losses
realizedwith small, low-speed, HTS bearings [2], [3].

A typical installation would contain multiple flywheels.
Already, a prototypical-size permanent magnet (PM) rotor
elementhas been designed and fabricated[4] and successfully
tested with three small-massdisk-shapedrotors [5]. Tests at
low speeds demonstrated low losses. Similar worldwide
efforts, using different designs, are in progress [6]-[8].

The goal is to demonstrate higher-energy operation of a
prototypic-size flywheel, with passive HTS and PM bearings.
Increased energy storage is achieved by using a long
cylindrical rotor, instead of a disk-shaped rotor. The
cylindrical-rotor flywheel makes use of the concepts and
prototypic-size components developed for the disk-shaped-
rotors: a stator for the HTS bearing, connections for high rhn-
speed rotors, additional lift bearings, and a large-gap
motor/generator (M/G).
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TEST FACILITY AND COMPONENTS

The vacuum chamber of the flywheel test facility is the
same as that used for the disk-shaped rotor testing [5], except
the height of the cylindrical-shaped chamber was extended to
accommodate the longer length rotor. New structures were
built in the vacuum chamber to support additional bearings
and a larger M/G. The chamber was never intended to be
prototypic or provide containment. It is made of stainless
steel with additional space between it and the rotor, to ensure
that eddy-current losses are minimal and to allow evaluation
of components that would be otherwise inaccessible in a
commercial installation. During testing, the chamber is
placed in a concrete pit located below ground. The pit is
rated to contain a burst rotor storing 10 kWh of energy, at a
minimum.

The 900-mm long filament-wound rotor cylinder has a
400-Inrn outside and a 244-mm inside diameter (see Fig. 1).
The outer quarter of the tlickness is wound flom high-
strength carbon fiber to contain the more massive inner E-
glass fiber windings. The single main bearing provides 95%
of the force necessary to statically levitate the 165-kg rotor,
without mechanical contact. This EverShed-type bearing
consists of multiple PM rings on both the stator and rotor,
and is designed to have low stiffness. It provides stable
lateral support for a non-rotating cylinder, but is unstable in
the vertical dwection. Two HTS bearings are used for passive
stabilization, one at the top and one at the bottom of the rotor
cylinder.

Because of its relatively long length, rotor dynamics
includes combinations of rigid-body cylindrical (lateral) and
coning (tilt) modes shapes, as the rotor whirls about the axis
of rotation. When not rotating, the main bearing’s damping
is negligible in the corresponding vibration modes. The HTS
bearings’ damping becomes larger with amplitude an~
typically, provides less than 2’%. of critical in the low
flequency modes.

A. HTS Bearings

The HTS bearings are of the same design as used in high-
speed disk testing. Details of fabrication were given in [5].
The force-producing elements of each HTS bearing are two
segmented PM rings that are part of the PM assembly
attached to the rotor and an array of superconductors inside a
G 10 cryohead that forms the stator. The two PM rings am
attached concentrically, with opposite polarity, to a high-
strength steel-backing ring. Thus, at any circumferential
cross section, the magnetic field lines are similar to those of a
U-shaped (horseshoe) magnet.

Each magnet ring and the steel backing ring are contained
within separate filament-wound, carbon-composite bands.
The outer most composite bands of the PM assembly ate
slightly smaller than the ID of the rotor cylinder, and the two
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are attached together by filling the intervening annulus with
urethane. The stiftless of the urethane connection is small;
thus the deformation of the PM assembly does not interact
with the strain of the cylindrical rotor. This strain separation
feature allows each component to be separately designed and
spin-tested. The magnet assembly was spun alone to 22,000
rpm. The design strength of the cylinder rotating alone
greatly exceeds that of a PM magnet assembly.

Each cryohead contains 70 hexagonal-shaped HTSS,
arranged in a close-packed array concentrically located under
or over the rotors’ PM assemblies. Each centrally seeded,
melt-grown HTS was formed in the same die from the same
materials. Quality control of the levitation capabilities of
each HTS was monitored using a standard PM [5]. The army
was formed by symmetric placement of similar HTSS.
Gravity-fed LN flows through each cryoheac$ which forms its
own vacuum boundary in the test facility.

Great emphasis was placed on fabricating magnetically
homogeneous PM segments, because variations in the
segmented PM rings’ circumferential magnetic field m
responsible for most of the energy loss during operation.
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Fig. 1. Schematic Crossection of Flywheel and Components ‘

Gaps between superconductors are less important. Uniform
height of the top surface of the amay and adequate cooling of
each HTS are most important in optimizing levitation
height. The array is mounted inside and <l mm below the
cover of the G 10 cryohead. Each HTS bearing can levitate up
to 15 kg, with a maximum vertical stiffhess of 40 N/mm.
Lateral stifiesses are half those of the vertical.

B. The Main Bearing

A stack of five vertically magnetized PM rings, with 140-
mm mean diameters, is employed. Three are attached to the
stator, a central post, and two are attached to the rotor
cylinder. Magnetic levitation is achieved in a push-pull
arrangement, where the bottom (top) stator PM repulses
(attracts) the lower (upper) rotor PM and the middle stator
PM repulses the upper and attracts the lower rotor PM rings.
By carefi.d adjustment of the gaps between the magnets,
levitation can be achieved with very low negative vertical
stiflhess that is less than the positive stiflhess of the HTS
bearing. The relative sizes of the stator and rotor magnets’
cross-sections are important in achieving stable levitation.

Because of their large size, the PM rings were made in
segments and glued into housings made from G 10 plate.
Magnetic uniformity of the segments is important, but not as
critical as for the HTS bearings. Hysteresis losses in PM
material is much less than for HTSS. The stator rings screw
onto the central post, for ease of gap adjustment. The G1O
housing of the rotor PMs are banded with filament-wound
carbon rings. Like the PM assemblies of the HTS bearings,
they are attached to the rotor cylinder with urethane, and wem
qualified for flywheel testing in separate spin tests.

C. The Halbach h40tor/Generator@?7G)

An internal dipole Halbach M/G design [9] was chosen
because large radial gaps are possible, nearly pure torque is
produced (with very small lateral forces), the rotor elements
are passive PMs, and stray external magnetic fields am
relatively small. The design is based on a smaller unit that
has been tested successtidly and described in detail in [5] and
[10]. An advantage of a long cylindrical rotor, in comparison
to a disk-shaped rotor, is that rotation losses due to the
M/G’s stray magnetic field interacting with the HTS can be
made negligible by sufficient separation of the components.

The rotor’s segmented PM ring has a 202-mm mean
diameter, a 6-mm thickness, a 155-mm heighg and it is
mounted on the inside dkuneter of a 6-mm thick high-
strength steel cylinder. The steel cylinder is contained inside
a filament wound carbon band that is attached to the inside
dkuneter of the rotor cylinder with urethane. The design
strength of the Halbach magnet assembly rotating alone is
si=mificantly larger than that of the HTS bearing.

The Halbach stator coil is contained in a vacuum-tight
G 10 cylinder that is mounted at the bottom end of the
cantilevered central post. LN gas cools the iron-tlee stator
windings, which enter the vacuum boundary through the
inside of the central post that is mounted on the top plate of
the test facility. The windings are three-phase, wye-
connected, 180-degree-pitch coil. One set of three embedded
Hall-effect switches provided position f~dback to the drive
electronics. Four sets were provided to allow for timing.
adjustments. When in the motor mode, the drive elecmonics
was a commercially available, 208-V, brushless-DC servo
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amplifier configured in the “open loop mode”. In the
generator mode, the coil’s three-phase variable-voltage and
vanable-frequency sinusoidal waveforms were switched tlom
the amplifier to a three-phase diode-rectification bridge, whose
variable DC output voltage was matched to load devices.

The motor produces a constant torque of up to 1.5 Nm.
Typical acceleration during motorized spinup or deceleration
during generation was 12 krpm/hr. This is adequate fw
diurnal energy storage and recovery. In preliminary spin
testing, no idling losses were found for a similar open coil
inserted in an earlier rotor’s Halbach PM.

TESTING

D. Procedures and instrumentation.

All tests were performed similarly. Test setup involves
levitation with the main bearing and concentric positioning cf
the rotor between the cryoheads to achieve proper gaps, a
level rotor, and the desired gaps between the PMs of the main
bearing. A motorized platform, not shown in Fig. 1,
supports the unbalanced weight of the rotor during field
cooling and tier testing. Also, the platform provides both
vertical and lateral confinement (high-speed touchdown ball
bearings) at the bottom of the rotor. Heavy brass rings
mounted on the support structure, not shown in Fig. 1,
provides lateral confinement (high-speed touchdown surfhces)
near the middle and the top of the rotor.

After overnight establishment of a vacuum of= 4 mPa (30
~Torr), LN cooling of the cryoheads begins. C~opumping
decreases the pressure by another order of magnitude.
Thermocouples continuously monitor the temperature of the
cryoheads and the M/G coils. After cool down, the support
platiorm is lowered to achieve stable levitation with the HTS
bearings. Typical clearance between the HTS bearings and
the cryohead is 3-4 mm.

Spinup and spindown include periods of coasting to
measure idling losses. As described in [2], a figure of merit
for idling losses, called the coefllcient of friction COF, can be
calculated ilom the mass properties of the rotor and the
spindown rate observed during coasting using optical
tachometers. Friction forces are assumed to occur at the mean
radius of the HTS-PM rings.

Five non-contact sensors are used to monitor the dynamic
displacements of the rotor OD. They were calibrated to the
inductive properties of the outer carbon-filament band of the
rotor cylinder. The rotor is monitored with TV camcorders,
both internal and external to the vacuum boundary. Sixteen
accelerometers monitor the motion of the various support
structures.

E. Results

A maximum rim speed of 400 m/s (19,000 rpm) and
stored energies of >2.25 kwh were achieved. The
engineering design speed is 28,000 rpm, which is the
allowable speed of the weakest structural element: the PM
assembly of the HTS bearings. Many tests were performed to
achieve a speed of 19,000 rpm. Each test terminated in
unacceptably large rotor dynamic motion associated with a
rigid-body conical whirl mode.

At the start of motorized spinup and below the rigid-body
critical speeds, peak radial motions were 1-2 mm; which
reflects the eccentricity of the magnetic axis with respect to
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Fig. 2. COF increases with speed horn a nearly constant <1O*, below the
rigid-body criticals, to constant 1.5 x 10s, above the criticak, before
dramatically increasing as large motion begins in a conical-whirl mode.

the inertial axis and CG. Well above the rigid-body critical
speeds, the rotor self-centers and eccentric motion was ahnost
undetectable, which reflects the small eccentricity of the
centroidal axis with respect to the inertial axes and the CG.
Several millimeters of motion were typical in passing
through the cylindrical and conical mode critical frequencies,
which were all less than 12 Hz (720 rpm). These resonant
motions were detectable visually with the TV cameras and by
significant increases in the rpm decay rate, obtained during
periods of coasting without the motor. In fact, significant
increases in amplitudes and calculated COFS occurred at the
same speeds.

Acceleration to higher speeds was uneventful to 10,000
rpm. Small increases in rotor motion were observed at some
critical speeds, associated with the rotor speed coinciding
with a structural support natural frequency, but amplitudes
would quickly dissipate as the rotor speed was fbrther
increased. During the initial test, large motion of the rotor
was visible on the TV monitors by 12,000 rpm, whereupon
operation was switched to electric generation to protect
equipment and achieve eventual shutdown. Subsequently,
additional motion detection sensors and online tracking was
installed for fhrther testing.

Energy loss COFS were determined as a fiction of rotor
speed, and results are shown in Fig. 2, for the third and
fourth tests, COFS were very small (<104) and nearly
constant at low speeds, below rigid-body criticals, when the
rotor was spinning about its magnetic axis. As the rotor
speed increase~ and the spin axis changed to the inertial
axis, the COFS increased to a constant plateau (-10-5) fw
most of the test to 10 krpm. The plateau nature indicates the
losses are mainly hysteretic. Peaks in COF right at the rigid
body criticals are not shown. The large increase in COF that
begins above 10 krpm in Fig. 2 is associated with the
beginning of significant rotor amplitudes, which limited
fbrther increases in rotational speeds.

Analysis of the motion detection data in the third and
fourth tests showed the large rotor motion occurred near 60-
h~ in a rigid-body forward-whirl conning mode. In addition,
the mechanism responsible for the large motion was robust
and the critical speed could not be accelerated through, which
is a common practice in operating rotating machinery.



Further, the whirling was sub-synchronous and was measured
to occur at 0.294 of the rotor speed, starting at a zero-speed
frequency of 5 Hz. Gyroscopic effkcts are responsible fm
increasing the tilt stifiess and frequency of this mode with
increasing rotor speed. Using displacement transducers and
accelerometers, motion in this mode could be detected and
tracked above a speed of 1800 rpm but not below, except near
the rigid-body critical speed of 300 rpm.

Lateral motion measured by a displacement transducer at
the bottom of the rotor and at the whirl frequency is shown in
Fig. 3, as a fimction of the whirl 12equency. The nonlinear
nature of the motion is clear. Amplitudes during spin down
(generation) are larger than during spinup (motoring and
coasting) through the same speed range, especially below the
critical speed. During periods of coasting near but below the
critical speed, the amplitude would increase but was limited.
The limit cycle motion increased as the critical speed was
approached. At the critical speed, motion continued to
increase to many mm until the touchdown surfaces wete
contacted, which slowed the rotor speed much more than
could be achieved by switching to the generate mode. In
several tests, the slowing rotor subsequently left contact with
the touchdown surf&cesand was magnetically attracted to its
original spin axis above the HTS and successfully slowed to
a stop using electric generation.

In the last test, active damping was added to the flywheel
system, to determine if the large motion could be suppressed.
An array of LitZ-wire coils was placed between each of the
HTS magnet assemblies and their respective cryoheads. Each
array consisted of four coils spaced every 90° around the
circumference of the PM rings and strategically located with
respect to the dkplacement transducers. When a transducer
detected whirling motion above a prescribed threshold, then
coils out of phase with the motion would be excited and
interact with the PM rings to damp the motion. Phase lag
and coil current levels were adjustable during operation.

With active damping, the otherwise large rotor motion
that would occur near 12 krpm was suppressed. At higher
speeds, rotordynamic motion was almost undetectable until
19 krpm. Then, art even stronger excitation mechanism
suddenly occurred in the same mode, which the active
damping could not suppress.

F. Discussion

The COF increase with speeds < 10 krpm in Fig. 2
corresponds to a decrease in circumferential homogeneity &
the spinning magnetic field experienced by the HTS. When
the rotor spins about its magnetic axis, the circumferential
homogeneity of the magnetic bearings’ PMs fields is best and
is mainly determined by how well the PM assemblies ate
individually fabricated. As the spin axis changes to tie
inertial axis, the small field variations are amplified by the
eccentricity of the two axes. In fiture rotors, the eccentricity
and COF can be reduced to near 104 by requiring greater
precision in the assembly of the components.

Attempts to associate the large conical-whirl motion with
structural natural tiequencies were unsuccessful, but many
natural fi-equencies of the various support structures were
present around 60 Hz. The possibility of resonant excitation
at critical speeds cannot be dismissed as the excitation
mechanism. Many rotordynamic instabilities have been
associated with excessive internal damping [11], which, in
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this case, could be provided by the urethane connections
betsveen the rotor components. New stiflhess controlled
rotordynamic instability mechanisms are currently being
identified which are due to the nonlinear dependence on
relative position of the forces on a PM pinned over an HTS.
All these mechanisms benefit from the addition of external
damping, as was provided in the last test, while the last is
eliminated when the inertial and magnetic axes coincide.

CONCLUSIONS

The technology for building and operating a prototypic
flywheel for diurnal energy storage has been demonstrated.
Combining HTS and PM bearings, in Evershed
configurations, promises to reduce losses and make diurnal
energy storage an economically competitive alternative to
expansion of energy production capacity.
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